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Fell notes BHS Grips Gullies

Hameldon Common

lots of vehicle tracks,bare peat at 

summit no no

Hameldon Hill

hagg edges in enclosure east of 

radar mast no no

Great Hill no no

Nutshaw Hill no no

Meadow Head no no

Dunnockshaw 

Community 

Woodland

two long natural gullies, lots of 

vehicle tracks no 1000m

Red Moss vehicle tracks 82NW06 blocked no

Deer Play Moor

no bare peat, but intensely 

gripped area north of Theiveley 

Pike, running into one gully 82NW01 9000m 240m

Heald Moor

One area of intense parallel 

gullies running north, another 

area of gullies and a patch of 

grips 82NW01 3500m

11ha with 50x50m 

gullies radiating down 

slope. 300 mgullies 

further west

Cribden Moor

grass moor - hagg edges in each 

of the two large enclosures 72SE10 no no

Swinshaw Moor small grass moor 82NW04 no no

Smallshaw Height some heather one long gully no 500m

Mean Hey small grass moor no no

Tooter Hill small grass moor no no

Reaps Moss small grass moor one long gully 82SE06 no 500m

Holden Moor some heather - also bike circuit no no

Brandwood

grass moor with two grips and a 

few gullies 250m 250m

Lee Moss some heather one hagg no no

Walstead Clough

grass moor with one 20ha area 

of intense gripping with around 

5000m grips, 8-10m spacing 5000 no



Top of Leach

heather and grass moor with 

area of 13 ha of dendritic 

hagging 81NW05 no no

Coupe Moss

125 ha peat mass of dendritic 

hagging and with hagg edges all 

around perimeter (4500m), also 

lenses of bare peat and small 

mineral edges & lenses. 81NW05 no no

Cheeseden

200 ha of heath and grass moor 

with large amounts of vehicle 

damage through the middle and 

hagg edges on the perimeter 

(5000m) no no

Higher Hill

scout moor wind farm - 3 ha 

dendritic hagging no 3 ha

Scout Moor 1200 m grips south of whittle hill 81NW04 1200m no

Cowpe Lowe hagg edges round peat mass no no
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